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Abstract. As educational organizations face difficulties in providing personal-
ized learning material or individual learning support., pedagogical conversa-
tional agents (PCAs) promise individualized learning for students. However, the 
problem of conversational breakdowns of PCAs and consequently poor learning 
outcomes still exist. Hence, effective and grounded communication between 
learners and PCAs is fundamental to improving learning processes and out-
comes. As understanding each other and the conversational grounding is crucial 
for conversations between humans and PCAs, we propose common ground the-
ory as a foundation for designing a PCA. Conducting a design science research 
project, we propose theory-motivated design principles and instantiate them in a 
PCA. We evaluate the utility of the artifact with an experimental study in higher 
education to inform the subsequent design iterations. We contribute design 
knowledge on conversational agents in learning settings, enabling researchers 
and practitioners to develop PCAs based on common ground research in educa-
tion and providing avenues for future research. Thereby, we can secure further 
understanding of learning processes based on grounding communication. 
 
Keywords: common ground, conversational agent, design science research, 
education 

1 Introduction 

Software-based dialogue systems, known as conversational agents (CAs), are com-
mon in our everyday lives as they enable communication between humans and com-
puters and aim to simulate human conversations [1]. These dialogue systems show 
“humanlike behavior” and interact with users through natural language [2]. In the 
domain of higher education, pedagogical conversational agents (PCAs) can make it 
easier for learners to study independently at any given place or time. Digital education 
can be extended to a large audience but in consequence the interaction between learn-
er and educator decreases and it is challenging to replace this interaction. Here, PCAs 
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may mitigate this problem by providing natural interaction to support learners similar 
to educators [3, 4]. New digital tools, like PCAs, are increasing didactical possibilities 
and can improve learning processes and outcomes [5, 6]. 

Apparently, the perception of CAs in general is shifting from tools to teammates 
[7]. Therefore, collaboration between humans and CAs is gaining more importance, 
indicating the need for investigating their conversational aspects for successful inter-
actions. As conversational interactions are fragile, especially in learning situations 
that mimic teacher-student interactions, they can easily fail after misunderstandings 
during the dialogue and impact the effectiveness between learners and PCAs [8, 9]. 
The most common reason for conversational breakdowns is a collapse of the natural 
language processing and the interpretation by the PCA [10]. PCAs sometimes provide 
none, wrong, or incomprehensible responses which leads to discomfort, annoyance, 
and questioning of the capabilities of the PCA, which can end in usage discontinuance 
and disruption of learning processes and outcomes [11, 12]. Thus, improving the 
communication between learners and PCAs and a common ground about the learning 
material is an important goal for researchers and practitioners [13].  

Dialogue understanding is an inherently interactive process and understanding 
each other and the anticipated conversational grounding is a key element for lan-
guage-based interactions between humans and computers [14]. The interactive pro-
cess to achieve dialogue understanding is called conversational grounding and de-
scribes the coordinative process of dialogue partners to establish a shared understand-
ing also known as common ground [15], which is fundamental for fruitful communi-
cation and successful learning. Following, we define common ground as a shared 
understanding resulting from a coordination process between conversational partners 
[16]. Nevertheless, identifying the needs and capabilities in human-computer interac-
tion (HCI) and developing presumptions about what the PCA can do and understand 
is a great challenge [17]. Conversely, it is difficult for programmers and system de-
signers to guess, how the human part of the dialogue will act [15, 16, 18]. While there 
is ample discussion and research on the why of grounding and shared understanding, 
there is little literature and a lack of research about the how [14, 19]. With successful 
CA interaction through effective conversations based on grounding in the domain of 
higher education, learning outcomes could be increased [14]. Consequently, this study 
aims to contribute to improving our understanding of common ground in human-agent 
interaction and to design components to increase common ground in educational con-
texts by specifically exploring the following research question: 

RQ: How can we design a PCA that builds common ground and improves learn-
ing outcomes of students? 

The goal of our research is to present a theory-driven design approach to provide 
a set of design principles to achieve common ground when utilizing a PCA for stu-
dents in higher education. Hence, we implemented and evaluated a PCA for higher 
education. To achieve this research goal, we follow the design science approach [20, 
21]. Therefore, our research provides a theory of design and action as an improvement 
for known problems [22]. We designed a prototypical PCA prototype and evaluated 
the first instantiation in a fully randomized field experiment. 
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2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Pedagogical Conversational Agents 

CAs include all types of software that allows people to have a conversation with a 
computer and have a long history, with memorable representatives like ELIZA, 
ALICE, Claude, and HeX. They are part of the educational domain as PCAs since the 
early 1970s [23]. CAs can include voice as an interaction channel [24], for example 
Amazon´s Alexa, and typically make use of natural language interfaces and machine 
learning techniques, which allow them to take on tasks more successfully, assisting 
the users [25]. In contrast, text-based CAs are based on a set of established rules or 
flow to react to specific queries posed by users. As interactions between learners and 
PCAs are usually textually mediated [26], we focus on text-based PCAs in this study. 

PCAs show great potential to transform education by individualizing and personal-
izing learning processes, supporting educators, giving insights into learners´ behavior, 
and engaging learners [3]. This is why we can observe an increasing interest in PCA 
research in education [27]. PCAs can be seen as a type of intelligent tutoring systems, 
where they interact with learners through natural language conversations [27, 28]. 
Through PCAs it is possible to provide learning support to all learners in a personal-
ized way, which is a crucial part of the individualization of learning processes. PCAs 
can help to keep up motivation during the learning process throughout the interaction, 
they can improve meta-cognitive skills and help the learner to structure their 
knowledge actively [29]. In large online classes and where personalized support from 
educators to learners is not possible, PCAs can facilitate learning, for example by 
promptly providing students with rehearsal questions [30], assignments [31], course 
content [32], and study resources [33].  

The design of PCAs includes considerations of cognitive, social, emotional and 
pedagogical elements [34]. Kuhail et al. [3] discovered principles used to design chat-
bots in education. Most chatbots included personalized learning, some included ex-
perimental learning, social dialogue, and collaborative learning, and only few studies 
included affective learning, learning by teaching, and scaffolding. They can be used in 
a broad application area because they can act in different human roles like teaching 
agents, peer agents, teachable agents, and motivational agents [35, 3]. 

2.2 Common Ground as a Kernel Theory 

It is well investigated that senders adapt to the supposed needs and capabilities of the 
recipient in a dialogue [36]. That is why people speak differently to children, friends, 
foreigners, and colleagues. Dialogue understanding is an interactive process, aiming 
to resolve misunderstandings and building shared understanding. Especially, in learn-
ing contexts, this shared understanding is crucial to gain procedural and factual 
knowledge [37]. The process can be improved through additional signals of mutual 
understanding to individual turns [36]. Thus, we introduce common ground as a ker-
nel theory for our design science research endeavor. We define common ground as a 
shared understanding resulting from a coordination process between conversational 
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partners [16]. Common Ground contains the background knowledge on which the 
communication planning of the conversational partners builds on and can be divided 
into the global knowledge (all knowledge about the conversational partner and their 
knowledge requirements) and the situational knowledge (knowledge about the mutual 
perception conditions and the communication protocol).  

Grounding processes lead to a coordination of the background knowledge of the 
conversational partners [36, 16]. Identifying the needs and capabilities in the context 
of HCI and developing presumptions about what the PCA can do and understand is a 
great challenge for most people. The dialogue must therefore be appropriate for the 
conversational setting including conversational partners, prior dialogue, task context, 
and lexical context. It is crucial to acknowledge that the recipient has understood the 
sender [38] through different verbal and non-verbal information (e.g., saying “yes” or 
“okay”, nodding) [39]. Verbal grounding does not bring new information or argu-
ments to the conversation. It is more like a semantic mechanism to check that both 
dialogue partners received and understood the sender’s contribution.  

Dialogue partners have different ways to provide evidence of their understand-
ing, which could be explicit acknowledgements (words), display of what has been 
understood, continued attention, and continuing with next steps [40]. Responses can 
get interconnected and contingent on what has been said previously by mutually 
grounding the conversational partner’s input [41]. Successful grounding results in a 
shared context, guided comprehension, instant feedback, and enhanced processes in 
conveying intent [42]. In essence, we expect that the incorporation of common ground 
as a kernel theory for the design of a PCA is an important scaffold in the dialogical 
interaction with a learner. In the following, we outline this design process in detail. 

3 Design of a PCA based on Common Ground 

3.1 Research Method and Context 

For the design of the PCA with the consideration of common ground, we draw on a 
theory-driven design approach [43, 44] following Peffers et al. [21] on engineering 
our IT artifact. Therefore, we base our subsequent design decisions on our phenomena 
of interest and the related theory concept (problem identification and motivation 
phase). We focus on common ground as an ancillary phenomenon and learning out-
comes as the focal phenomenon. We claim that the successful usage of natural lan-
guage processing in human-computer communication depends on a design that re-
flects human conversational grounding processes so that each contribution to the on-
going dialogue can be appropriately grounded by both the learner and the PCA (ob-
jectives of a solution). Grounding measures are associated with achieving common 
ground in a learning scenario when utilizing a PCA. Hence, we want to design a PCA 
that improves common ground and ultimately learning outcomes (design and devel-
opment phase). For the further design of these grounding elements, we derive re-
quirements from theory and practice [45]. In a first step, we derived requirements 
from common ground mechanisms and theories found in the literature (T). In a sec-
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ond step, we derived requirements from learners. For this purpose, we presented a 
mockup of a chatbot learning tutor in a mobile application to 33 students and asked 
them for user requirements that also relate to the use and utility for learning with 
PCAs [46] (demonstration phase). The answers and requirements given by the stu-
dents were clustered and requirements (L) were derived. Afterwards, we addressed all 
requirements by design principles that should influence the common ground with a 
PCA and linked phenomena like [47] learning outcomes. Ultimately, we present our 
implementation for the first design iteration that was subject for evaluation (see Sec-
tion 4) in Western-European lecture (evaluation phase). 

 

Fig. 1.  Research Approach for PCA Development. Adapted from [21]. 

3.2 Requirements From Common Ground Theory and Practice 

In this section, we will describe how we gathered the preliminary requirements from 
literature and practice to address the first two parts of the objectives of the solution 
phase of the design science approach of Peffers et al. [21]. The problem formulation 
(step one), described in the introduction, serves as the foundation for the derivation of 
the requirements. First, we derived requirements to design our PCA from common 
ground theory and literature. 

Examining more closely the grounding processes, two different ways have been 
suggested as the mechanism responsible for grounding: Alignment [48] and comple-
mentarity [16, 49]. Alignment theory emphasizes increasing alignment and similarity 
between dialogue partners over time [48], which can be achieved through mimicking 
different language characteristics of each other (e.g., on phonetic, lexical, or syntactic 
levels) [14]. Studies proved that alignment could enhance human-computer interac-
tion [50, 51] and surprisingly humans align more to computers than they align to other 
humans. In contrast, complementarity emphasizes the complementarity between dia-
logue partners. This theory assumes, that the mutual understanding is grounded in 
dissimilar contributions, which supportively relate to each other and therefore create a 
greater whole. Complementarity can be distinguished into two subtypes, interpersonal 
synergy and audience design. Rothwell [52] showed a consistent advantage of the two 
complementarity theories, considering that syntax seems to be essential and indicates 
evidence for the alignment model. 

Problem Identification 
& Motivation

Objectives of a 
Solution

Design and 
Development

Demonstration Evaluation Communication

Share the problem, its 
importance and 

relevance, the novelty 
and effectiveness of 
the design principles 
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DESRIST 2023.  
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hinder learning 

processes. An approach 
is needed to achieve 
common ground and 

improve learning 
outcomes. 

Conception of design 
principles addressing 

the requirements 
derived from common 
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potential learners. 

Design PCA which can 
create common ground.

Problem-Centered Approach
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common ground?
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higher education.

Use of a learning 
application with the 
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Evaluate the effects of 
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Table 1. Requirements from Theory and Practice. 

Furthermore, in a prior systematic review we identified five mechanisms to achieve 
common ground in the interaction with CAs [53]. Embodiment (1) describes the 
presentation of an identifiable conversational counterpart [54–56]. Learners are more 
willing to put effort into establishing common ground if the interaction resembles a 
human-to-human interaction. Social Features (2) are needed to show authenticity: the 
CA has to be transparent concerning its purpose, abilities, and knowledge, must be 
able to learn from experiences and remember the communication protocol [57–59]. 
Joint Action (3) describes that in a collective task the goals and intentions of the dia-
logue partners need to be salient. Common Ground is what both dialogue partners 
know in a transparent way [60, 61]. The Knowledge Base (4) refers to the knowledge 
organisation of the CA: To establish common ground, it is crucial that all dialogue 
partners suppose the others have access to the same information [62]. Lastly, it is 
desirable that learners develop a Mental Model of the CA (5) [63, 64]. This influences 
learners’ expectations of the CA and whether the CA interaction is effective and 
therefore whether it is worth putting effort into establishing common ground. Hence, 
a shared mental model is a sign of common ground. Through these mechanisms, 
common ground can be achieved to improve learning outcomes. 

Based upon the above-described theoretical tenets and the requirements deriva-
tion with learners, we identified seven requirements (T1-T5 and L1-2 in Table 1) to 
establish common ground with a PCA. The first requirement from theory (T1) refers 
to the transparent goals (see Joint Action, [53]), purpose, intention, and abilities of the 
PCA as these are typical social interaction elements and support the development of 
an appropriate mental model. The second requirement (T2) deals with the mecha-
nisms of interpersonal synergy [52] and joint action [53] and proposes that common 
ground is based on complementary actions. A PCA must contain a constant elabora-

Requirements from Common Ground Theory (T) and 
Learners (L) 

Common Ground Mecha-
nisms 

T1) The PCA should be transparent concerning its purpose, 
goals, intentions, and abilities. 

Social Features, Joint Action, 
Mental Model 

T2) The PCA should elaborate, “close-the-loop” constantly 
regarding the shared goal and knowledge. 

Interpersonal Synergy, 
Knowledge Base, Joint Action 

T3) The PCA should check the understanding of communica-
tion and the learning material constantly. 

Audience Design, Mental 
Model 

T4) The PCA should integrate signals of mutual understanding 
by acknowledging that the learner has understood the sender 
and task. 

Alignment, Social Features 

T5) The PCA should make the background knowledge trans-
parent and motivate the learner to do so. Knowledge Base 

L1) The PCA should indicate if a misunderstanding/breakdown 
is appearing. 

Practice & Audience Design, 
Alignment, Social Features 

L2) The PCA should inform the learner about what it can do 
(and what not) and what to expect from it. 

Practice & Inoculation Theo-
ry, Mental Model 
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tion and references to the dialogue partners’ contributions. During joint actions, 
common ground can be achieved by sending relevant information to the dialog part-
ner, verifying what each partner knows, establishing or negotiating shared meaning, 
requesting information or repairing insufficiencies in shared knowledge. Moreover, it 
has been shown, that good teams “close the loop” more often than bad teams [65]. 
The third requirement (T3) refers to the mechanisms of audience design [52] and 
mental model of the PCA [53], emphasizing that the learner uses theory of mind and 
perceives that their dialogue partner possibly does not share their perspective and 
knowledge. The sender develops assumptions of their partner’s perspective and can 
adjust their contribution. To achieve an internal representation of the dialogue part-
ner’s perspective, constant checking of each other’s perspective is fundamental. The 
next requirement (T4) deals with the interactive alignment mechanism [48] [52]and 
social features [53], in which shared understanding results in imitation of the partner’s 
language characteristics as a signal of mutual understanding by acknowledging this 
understanding, which is a key element of conversation. The last requirement (T5) is 
based on the mechanism of the knowledge base [53]. To achieve common ground, the 
PCA needs to adapt to the learner’s level of knowledge and the level of common 
ground between them. Therefore, transparency of the partner’s background 
knowledge is needed. 

In addition to the theory requirements, we address the second part of the objec-
tives of a solution phase of the design science approach by deriving requirements 
from Learners (L). In a large-scale lecture, we identified the needs, wishes, and ex-
pectations of 33 learners considering the PCA. The clustered answers and considera-
tions of the students resulted in two requirements (L1 and L2 in Table 1). Students 
required information about the possible arising of a misunderstanding (L1), which can 
be linked to the mechanisms of audience design, alignment and social features as 
constant checking of the understanding and indicating if something is going wrong is 
an essential part of successful human communication. The second requirement (L2) 
can be seen as a prevention strategy for possible conversational breakdowns as inocu-
lation messages can prevent breakdowns [12]. By informing the learner about its 
abilities, the PCA can foster the learner’s development of an appropriate mental mod-
el of the PCA. 

3.3 Design Principles to Achieve Common Ground 

In this section, we will describe how we derived the design principles (DPs) address-
ing the design and development phase of the design science approach. The goal is to 
develop DPs that consider common ground for PCA interactions as a key driver of 
learning processes. In Table 2 we describe four DPs derived from requirements from 
theory and learners and describe how these DPs were implemented in the PCA proto-
type. Figure 2 shows how the different DPs are instantiated in the evaluated PCA 
prototype. We argue that a PCA that instantiates our DPs improves common ground 
between learners and the PCA, therefore resulting in increased learning outcomes. To 
evaluate our design, we developed a PCA based on the derived DPs.  
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Table 2. Design Principles for Pedagogical Conversational Agents. 

The first design principle (DP1) considers an active communication protocol and the 
repetition of personalized information (“what was said previously”) so that responses 
become contingent and the knowledge of the PCA is more transparent. This design 
principle was implemented through different answers of the PCA depending on the 
type of information (question, explanation, definition, example) required from the 
student and given before (see Figure 2). The second design principle (DP2) addresses 
the need for detailed instruction by the PCA with information about what it can do 
(and what not) and what learners can expect from it. In the introduction part of the 
conversation the abilities of the PCA are stated and a shared goal of the interaction is 
built. The PCA prototype started the conversation with an introduction of itself, in 
which its abilities (You can ask me questions and determine what information I give 
to you; My ability to understand natural language is unfortunately limited) and goal 
(equal understanding of what aspects of theories increase or decrease falsifiability) 
became transparent. The third design principle (DP3) refers to the importance of stu-
dent question generation which has positive effects on learning [66]. Moreover, stu-
dent question generation makes students’ knowledge transparent and shows the 
boundaries of the common ground. At the end of every learning unit, the PCA proto-
type encouraged the students to generate a question before the next learning unit start-
ed. The last design principle Re-check (DP4) relates to the establishment of a com-
mon ground as a result of agreements, questions, and rewordings. This prevents mis-
understandings and makes the knowledge of the dialogue partners salient. This DP 
was implemented through repeated questions about the deeper understanding of the 
learning material and joint agreements about the further course of the conversation 
and the given information. 

Title Design Principle Req. 

DP 1) Active 
Communication 
Protocol 

Provide a PCA that makes its knowledge transparent and 
is grounding the learner’s contributions in order to inter-
connect conversational responses, so they become con-
tingent on what had been said previously. 

T3, T4, 
T5 

DP 2) Introduction 

Provide a PCA that initial informs the learner about what 
it can do and what to expect from it in order to make its 
purpose, (shared) goals, and abilities transparent and 
show authenticity. 

L2, T1, 
T2 

DP 3) Student 
Question Generati-
on 

Provide a PCA that instructs students to practice question 
generation to make students’ knowledge transparent and 
show the boundaries of common ground. 

L1, T2, 
T3, T5 

DP 4) Re-check 
Provide a PCA that includes agreements, questions, and 
rewordings to avoid misunderstandings, breakdowns, and 
make the knowledge of the dialogue partners salient. 

L1, T2, 
T3, T5 
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Fig. 2.  Exemplary Conversations of the PCA based on the Design Principles. 

4 Demonstration and Evaluation of the PCA 

4.1 Demonstration 

We demonstrate the prototypical instantiation in a fully randomized field experiment. 
In our evaluation, we followed the DSR evaluation frameworks proposed by [67] and 
adopt a formative ex-post evaluation approach [67, 68]. This approach will allow us 
to iteratively refine and improve the design of our method in the early stages of its 
development. We conducted an online experiment in a lecture at a Western European 
university. The students who participated majored in psychology, were enrolled in the 
course "General Psychology I“, and were undergraduates (freshmen). The learning 
material (falsifiability of theories) presented by the PCA was part of the curriculum 
for this course. 71 students started the study. From these, we collected 54 valid data 
sets in total, of which only 33 participants completed all learning performance ques-
tions. Therefore, evaluations are based on 54 participants, and learning performance 
on 33 participants. The sample consisted of 24 female students and seven male stu-
dents (and two who did not want to answer this question) with an average of 21 years. 

The experiment consisted of three main parts: 1) a pre-test, 2) the interaction 
with the PCA, and 3) a post-test. The pre- and post-tests were identical for all partici-

We were just talking about 2 features of theories that 
can increase the falsifiability of a theory (…). Now, for 
each of these 2 aspects, would you be able to briefly 
explain how they increase falsifiability? If no, I can offer 
to show you again the initial text on these 2 aspects. 

Could you explain how specifying a causal 
mechanism and expanding the scope of a theory 
increases falsifiability? If no, I'm happy to offer 
further explanation and examples. If yes, you can 
move right to a comprehension question.

DP3

DP2

DP4

DP1

Hello, I am your learning tutor Fibo

Today we are going to learn something about the 
falsifiability of theories. You can ask me questions 
and determine what information I give to you by the 
answers to my questions.
My ability to understand natural language is 
unfortunately limited. So, if I don't understand 
something, it would be good if you make sure to use 
key words that I also used in the question.
My goal is to make sure that in the next 20 minutes 
we come to an equal understanding of what aspects 
of theories increase or decrease falsifiability. (…)

Are you ready?

Ok, great that we now have a 
common knowledge base on 
how precision is related to 
falsifiability. Then we can 
move on to the next aspect 
of this learning unit.

Are there still things unclear to you or can you think 
of questions for me about precision and falsifiability? 
If so, type them in here. 

Yes, what is an example of a 
not falsifiable hypothesis?

Thank you for your 
questions. I will pass 
them on. Let's move 
on to the next topic 
aspect of this learning 
unit.

Ok, then let's try to figure out where I can help you: 
Could you explain what a causal mechanism is in a 
psychological theory and how it is falsifiable?

(Definition causal 
mechanism explained)

Now that we've looked at 
causal mechanisms in 
more detail, I have one 
more question: Do you 
know what universality of 
a theory is? 

Great, then causal 
mechanisms are not 
the problem, and we 
can build on that 
together. Do you know 
what universality of a 
theory is?

YesNo

Ok, then let's try to figure out where I can 
help you.

…

NoNo
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pants. The pre-test took place before the use of the PCA and captures the student 
knowledge level of the learning material. The post-test was conducted at the end of 
the implementation phase to investigate common ground establishment and learning 
success. During the interaction with the PCA, the experimental group interacted with 
a PCA based on the four DPs presented to achieve common ground, while the control 
group interacted with a traditional PCA without grounding elements. To avoid any 
confounds, all learning material was the same across groups. The PCA instantiation 
was built with Google DialogFlow. Moreover, we kept the interaction style transac-
tional and thus, language simple and design functional. Our aim was not to design a 
humanic CA interaction in order to investigate our hypotheses without potential con-
founds by the interaction design. 

43 students were randomly assigned to one of two groups. To examine learning 
outcomes, learners’ information retention and transfer ability levels were measured as 
this are typical, established learning outcome measures [69]. Common Ground was 
measured using a modification of the Five Factor Perceived Shared Mental Model 
Scale (5-PSMMS) [74], as there are no widely accepted measures of common ground, 
either among humans or between humans and PCAs, and the mental model is part of 
common ground [22]. Besides our key dependent variables, we assessed satisfaction 
with the PCA, subjective complexity of the learning material [70], judgments of 
learning [71], personal innovativeness [72], trust in PCA [73], and previous experi-
ence with PCAs. 

4.2 Results 

Previous experiences with PCAs, personal innovativeness and pre-test test perfor-
mance did not differ between the participants using the common ground PCA and the 
control PCA, indicating that the two groups of participants were similar concerning 
their previous knowledge and relevant experiences. When evaluating their experience 
with the PCA, satisfaction and judgments of learning did not differ significantly be-
tween the two groups.  

However, participants who used the common ground (vs. control) PCA spent more 
time with the PCA, t(51) = 2.11, p = .02, d = 0.58. Additionally, participants who 
used the common ground (vs. control) PCA evaluated the common ground between 
themselves and the PCA as higher, t(50) = 1.73, p = .045, d = 0.46. The common 
ground scale consisted of four subscales concerning shared representations concern-
ing communication, task performance, mental models, and content of learning materi-
als. Participants interacting with the common ground (vs. control) PCA especially 
judged their and the PCA’s understanding of the content of the learning materials, 
such as central terms and concepts, to be more similar, t(51) = 2.53, p = .007, d = 
0.69. However, this did not lead to increased trust in the PCA or greater liking of the 
PCA for the common ground compared to the control version. Concerning the learn-
ing success, there was a non-significant tendency towards better performance for 
participants with the common ground compared to the control PCA, t(27) = 1.33, p = 
.097, d = 0.47, indicating that with a larger sample size, the common ground PCA 
might facilitate learning success compared to a control PCA. 
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5 Contributions, Limitations, and Future Work 

Common ground is a key element of human dialogue and a necessary capability for 
PCAs. Overall, this study should help designers to implement CAs, especially in edu-
cational contexts. As it is important to address the mechanisms of common ground, 
focus on domain (e.g., education) specific requirements for PCA design, and derive 
DPs, this study aims to fill this gap. We provide the first steps of designing a PCA to 
achieve common ground and improve learning outcomes. As our contribution, we 
provide a new solution to the problem of conversational breakdowns and unsatisfacto-
ry learning processes with PCAs to counteract poor learning outcomes. In terms of 
design science research, our research can be classified as an improvement according 
to Gregor and Hevner [22] since we address a known problem with a new solution. 
We contribute to theory by systematically considering theory-driven requirements to 
achieve common ground in the design of a PCA. That is how we can secure further 
understanding of learning processes based on grounding communication. We enable 
practitioners to design PCAs based on common ground and enhance learning process-
es. We present a theory-driven design of PCA to achieve common ground. Thus, we 
demonstrate and evaluate the design according to Peffers et al. [21]. The results pro-
vide deeper insights into the different ways how common ground could be successful-
ly implemented in human-agent interaction by presenting design solutions in the form 
of DPs and one possible instantiation. With our study, we provide a first design itera-
tion that consider common ground mechanisms. Thus, future research should use the 
evaluation results to re-design the PCA, e.g., aiming at different educational contexts. 

A limitation for the examination of common ground is that there are no widely 
accepted measures of degree of common ground, neither between humans nor be-
tween humans and PCAs. In dyadic conversations, explicit acknowledgments (e.g., 
how often feedback occurs of having perceived, understood, and accepted the other’s 
message) have been assessed [40]. However, explicit acknowledgments might not 
seem necessary when all conversational partners are sure that common ground has 
been established. Here, we therefore employed an adapted version of the Five Factor 
Perceived Shared Mental Model Scale (5-PSMMS) [74]. Shared mental models are 
one aspect of common ground. As common ground violations can go undetected, 
however, such a subjective measure can also lead to biased common ground assess-
ments. Therefore, a measure that assesses the conceptual content on which common 
ground is necessary for the respective conversation would be desirable. 

Our PCA-prototype yielded promising results. However, the sample size in our 
evaluation study was too small to draw firm conclusions. Moreover, the sample was 
also too small to examine how usage of the PCA influences learning success. A larger 
study is necessary to gain a detailed understanding of which design features meant to 
enhance common ground are most successful and most conducive to learning success. 
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